
FORTIFIED POWER,
STRENGTH IN DESIGN.

Introducing
THE NUBIA MINI BUS



INTRODUCING 
NUBIA MINI BUS
FROM GEYUSHI AUTOMITIVE INDUSTRY

Meet the NUBIA, a Mini bus designed to 
handle tough routes and open up new paths. 
Safety is our top priority, making sure every-
one onboard is protected and secure. You'll 
also notice the comfort – smooth rides that 
make every trip special. It's a strong yet 
stylish vehicle, built for reliability and confi-
dence. The high - quality insulation keeps the 
inside calm, quiet, and protected from the 
elements. Choose from 7 or 8 meters, and let 
the NUBIA help you explore more and travel 
further.



NUBIA
MINI BUS



The NUBIA MINI BUS seamlessly melds form with function in its exterior design. Its 
modern appearance isn't merely for aesthetics; it aligns with the aerodynamic build, 
ensuring smoother rides and better fuel efficiency. Bright LED lights guarantee optimal 
visibility during night drives, while the daytime running lights enhance safety, ensuring 
the vehicle is always visible to other road users. The inclusion of an automatic power 
door, available as foldable or plug, showcases our commitment to user convenience, 
facilitating easy boarding and alighting. A front panoramic glass not only offers a 
stylish look but also provides passengers with an expansive view of their surroundings, 
enhancing their travel experience. And, with side options of either double glazed for 
better insulation and noise reduction or sliding single-glazed for flexibility and ventila-
tion, passenger comfort is prioritized at every turn. With the NUBIA MINI BUS, each 
feature is thoughtfully designed to elevate the journey.

EXTERIOR
DESIGN



STRENGTH IN DESIGN
STORAGE AREA

The NUBIA MINI BUS boasts impressive storage solutions for all travel needs. At the 
lower luggage compartment area, there's a spacious 3 meter cubed storage area, easily 
accessible through five separate openings, ensuring luggage and larger items are 
stowed securely. For passengers' smaller belongings or items they want within reach, 
additional storage racks are conveniently placed above the seats inside the bus. These 
features highlight our commitment to maximizing space and ensuring a clutter-free, 
comfortable journey for everyone onboard.



INTERIOR 
DESIGN.



The NUBIA MINI BUS encapsulates elegance and functionality in its interior offerings. Accommo-
dating up to 33 passengers, each seat is thoughtfully designed for spaciousness and features a 
reclining backrest for unparalleled comfort. For those desiring additional movement, an optional 
side motion feature is available.Ambient blue LED lighting suffuses the bus, providing a tranquil 
atmosphere. Modern conveniences like optional USB ports cater to today's digitally-connected 
traveler. Prioritizing security, an optional integrated 3-camera CCTV system vigilantly monitors 
the surroundings, while the availability of a 3-point seatbelt for each seat underscores our 
commitment to passenger safety.

INTERIOR 
DESIGN



INTERIOR 
FEATURES



INTERIOR 
FEATURES

Delving into advanced features, the interior is bathed in a gentle blue LED lighting, 
setting a serene atmosphere. Each personal unit is equipped with individual air condi-
tioning and lighting, ensuring a tailored travel experience for every passenger. An LCD 
display at the front caters to both entertainment and informative needs. Modern 
conveniences, such as optional USB ports, cater to the digitally-connected traveler.



LAYOUT
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8000*2300*2860 (W/O AC)
3050 (WITH AC)
4175
1225/2600
8000
ISUZU 4HG1, Diesel 4 cylinders inline
Displacement: 4600 cc
Max. power: 121 Hp @ 3200 rpm
Max. torque: 304 Nm @ 1600 rpm
Manual gearbox (5 forward speeds + 1 reverse speed)
Drum, hydraulic dual circuit Vacuum Servo
Alloy steel tapered leaf
Spring
Double acting telescopic
Shock absorbers & stabilizer
3100/6600
7.50 R16
100 L
1+33
Fixed high back seats
Cooling capacity: 19000 Kcal/h
with air outlet for each seat
Driver door
Crew door
Passenger door: powered controlled
Parcel Rack
GPS, WIFI (wiring)
DVD player + LCD Monitor
Leather seats with USB
Reclaimable high back seats
Arm rest on aisle

Total length width
height (mm)
Wheelbase (mm)
Front/rear overhang (mm)
GVW (Kg)
Engine

Gearbox
Braking system
Suspension system

Axles (F/R) (Kg)
Tires
Fuel tank capacity
Seats

Air Conditioner (Optional)

Doors

Optional 
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www.geyushi.com

info@geyushi.com


